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Along with the development of governance theory,organized way or governance 
research increasingly drawn foreign scholars' attention, and has become a hotspot of 
research of public management.Network governance stressed in dealing with public 
affairs or provide public products, in addition to government departments to 
strengthen cooperation between the government and the private sector,and 
non-governmental organizations and individual citizens to strengthen cooperation 
between equality, mutual build action network to realize network goals. Internet 
governance involves network security, intellectual property protection and so on, 
government itself hard to have effective management,so it should joint enterprise、
industry association and netizens to reach the Internet governance goals. 
  Based on the theory of network governance, the paper analyses problems: the 
first is governing subject role isn’t harmonious. The government is 
conflicts;Non-governmental plays not sufficiently. The second, the interaction 
mechanism of the cooperation network is not perfect. The third, the rool isn’t adaptive. 
Government mandatory measures, the Internet legislation, technical means and 
international cooperation cannot adapt to cooperation network and Internet 
governance needs. 
 Further puts forward the Internet governance policy Suggestions: The first, the 
subject should make clear role and liability limit. Government should change their 
roles and tasks. The macroscopic level of government regulation and micro level of 
enterprises and users self-discipline and mesosphere industry organization 
coordination and supervision must cooperate each other in different development.The 
scend,strengthen non-governmental governing subject action ability. Give full play to 
the Internet industry organization ability; Rely on Internet users the most massive 
governance subject participatory governance activities. The third,construct perfect 
cooperation of interaction. Mandatory disclosure to establish various information 
mechanism, perfect public participation mechanism and pragmatic policy with 














subject's interactive platform. The fourth, explore diversified tools. Accelerate Internet 
legislation; Play the role of administrative guidance, coordination and communication 
instead of mandatory order, through inductive policies and regulations to encourage 
and guide; Innovation network management of technical means,increasing investment 
and policy support, play enterprise innovation subject; To strengthen international 
cooperation and actively participate in international exchange. 
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